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1. Introduction

and action on long term in all economic ar

ent influences emanated from the intern and 

change solutions.

ble to maintain durable and voluntary on a 

bottom line sufficient for assuring  itself the 

information and communication.

Innovation, entrepreneurial system  

and the peculiarities of the Rom anian 

enterprises strategy

Abstract:Economic reality demonstrates that the future isn’t decided by genetics, informatics or new 

materials, but by professional, creative and cultural capacities of the human subject. Performance is condi-

tioned by the existence of an information, intelligence and creativity fond, a capital that can’t be replaced 

by anything and which changes the concept of efficiency.
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tional one. 

2. Strategy and competitiveness

cess. W hile the mission and the objectives can 

egy. The first is the attractiveness of the ac

minates it. The second refers to the determi

tial element of a strategy success or failure is 

viable and enough large segments of buyers 

3. Innovation in the frame 

of entrepreneurial system 

success of an innovation assures sufficiently 
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channels of distribution have a limited life;

4. The peculiarities of the Romanian 

enterprises’ strategy

The situation of the technical progress 

and the scientific research

an effort of changing mentalities on the chan

the last one.

by the cumulative contribution of inventive 

requirements for effecting laborious calcula

vidual success.

tivity increasing rarefied because of the 

dustrial branch.

the authentic inventor.
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Exceeded organizational structures

Subsystems of the informational sys

ist analysts consultants in management and 

In the economic activity of our coun

vision;

rial structure;

These actions encounter too little in 

regarding the effort of the R omanian firms 

the rivals.

nologic training either because some branch

came confusing.

R omanian strategic vision is dominated 

Shrift human resources

and not that they attained their limit. The 
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titioning and bureaucracy.  Thus decisions 

that should be integrated are fragmented.

learning.

cise instructions;

controlled the initiative of subordinates.

Deregulations in the enterprise activity 

and ways of economic redressing

dures and delegations absence and surveil

lance absence.

management of labor resources. 

cient choosing of the instruments used in the 

of the annulment of some orders.

financial means.

5.Strategic priorities for 

achieving performance

- education and research;

- infrastructure investments;

-

ments;

-
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gies on short term.

rated a strategy based on a summary finan

and labor.

and imagination. Thereby for registering a 

education and scientific research. It is nec

and motivation to form trough themselves 

munication area. They must dedicate more to 

tive education and learning through direct 

6. Conclusions

Innovation must be more and more 

their round into an accelerated change.

advantage.
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